
A -1 - THE [ image of GrandPre's dust jacket for Harry Potter and the Order of the 

Phoenix with some adjustment made to Tonks artisticlicence_i.png ] 

 

The Harry Potter series was the most influential teen ser.d.asd.asd 

 

N - 14 - TALLEST [Image of Sargent's Daughters of Edward D. Boit with some 

adjustment made to Jane artisticlicense_ii.png ] 

 

D - 4 - MOUNTAIN [Image of Gentileschi's Judith Slaying Holofernes with some 

adjustment made to Judith] 

 

E - 5 - IN [Image of Bosch's Triptych of the Temptation of St. Anthony with some 

adjustment made to Anthony] 

 

S - 19 - THE [Image of Da Vinci's The Last Supper with some adjustment made to 

Andrew] 
[Image of Da Vinci's The Last Supper with ring added to Andrew (guy with hands up)] 
[Image of Bosch's Triptych of the Temptation of St. Anthony with shoe added to Anthony (guy in big 
black robe kneeling in center of image)] 
[Image of Gentileschi's Judith Slaying Holofernes with necklace added to Judith (woman with 
sword/dagger/whatever)] 
[Image of Sargent's Daughters of Edward D. Boit with eyepatch added to Jane (girl in background facing 
front)] 
[Image of GrandPre's dust jacket for Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix with some adjustment 
made to Tonks (woman with spiky hair)] 
-> Would not be in chronological order in puzzle as presented to puzzlers 
-> Order chronologically  
-> Find differences in images with originals 
-> Identify adjusted characters 
-> Take first letter of Andrew, second of Anthony, third of Judith, fourth of Jane, fifth of Tonks 
-> Now you have ANDES 
Then, find corresponding numbers for each letter (1, 14, 4, 5, 19), count that many words into the random 
junk below the pictures (use 1 on the blurb about HP, 14 on the blurb about Carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose, 
etc.) and from this you should get “the tallest mountain in the” 
So you realize that you need the tallest mountain in the Andes 
Which is Mt. Aconcagua, and thus you have your answer: ACONCAGUA 


